
100 MILE CYCLE REGISTRATION FORM 

NAME ........................................................... E MAIL............................................................ 

MOBILE ..............................................         EMERGENCY NO ........................................................ 

Please indicate all that apply: 

Current 

Pupil 

Past Pupil 

(year) 

Parent Associate/Adult Current Willow 

Wheelers Member 

Current Cycling 

Ireland Member 

(license number) 

Waiver Declaration 

By signing this declaration each person confirms the information stated and their acceptance of these 

conditions of participation in the Willow Wheelers 100 Mile Cycle. In the case of any participant who is 

under the age of 18, this form is to be signed also by a parent or guardian to confirm acceptance of these 

conditions and that each parent or guardian is responsible for ensuring that any person under the age of 18 

complies with these conditions. 

 I am satisfied that I am sufficiently healthy and fit to participate in and complete the Willow

Wheelers 100 Mile Cycle (the Event).

 I will abide by the Rules of the Road. I understand and agree that I participate in this voluntary cycle

entirely at my own risk, that I must rely on my own ability in dealing with all hazards and ride in a

manner which is safe for myself and all others.

 I accept that the function of the cycle stewards is to indicate direction and that I must decide whether

my movements are safe.

 I agree and accept that no liability whatsoever (howsoever arising, whether in negligence, breach of

contract or otherwise) shall attach to the Event organisers; the Event officials, marshals or

volunteers; the Event sponsors; the Event’s benefitting charities and charitable causes; Willow Park

School; Blackrock College; Willow Wheelers Cycling Club or any of its Committee members or

ordinary members (together referred to as the Event Promoters) in respect of any injury, loss or

damage suffered by me by any reason of my participation in the Event, however caused.

 None of the Event Promoters provide any insurance in relation to the Event for the protection of

participants or any other persons. It is a matter for each participant in the Event or other Persons to

arrange his or her own insurance according to their own needs.

Sponsorship Card No.......................... Signature.............................................................

Parental signature if cyclist is under the age of 18 Signature.................................................................. 


